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CRYSTMET is a database of critically evaluated crystal-
lographic data for metals (including alloys, intermetallics and
minerals) and associated bibliographic, chemical and physical
information. Also included are simulated powder diffraction
patterns for all of the entries. The database currently contains
almost 70000 entries and covers the literature exhaustively
from 1922 to the present. The database is available on CD-
ROM with search/analysis software for use on personal
computers. This software can be used with any database in the
appropriate format; currently CRYSTMET and the ICSD
databases are available. This paper describes the database
content, the procedures used in its construction, the software
made available to the user and a number of potential uses for
the data.
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1. Introduction
Structural scientists bene®t greatly from the collection of
published crystal structures contained in a series of databases
covering the full spectrum of chemical compounds, from
proteins (PDB; Berman et al., 2002), through organic and
organometallic compounds (CSD; Allen, 2002; Bruno et al.,
2002), inorganic compounds (ICSD; Belsky et al., 2002), to
intermetallics and metals (CRYSTMET). This paper will
address CRYSTMET, a database of alloys, intermetallics,
metals and minerals, and will provide a description of the
database contents as well as an overview of the data checking
procedures and the software available for searching the
database.
The database was started in 1960 by D. T. Cromer and A. C.
Larson at the Los Alamos Laboratory. Larson brought the
compilation to the National Research Council of Canada in
1974, where it was extended by L. D. Calvert. It eventually
became part of the Scienti®c Numeric Databases system
(Wood et al., 1996), made available on-line to researchers by
the Canada Institute for Scienti®c and Technical Information
(CISTI). In 1996, this service was discontinued, and the
production and dissemination of CRYSTMET was transferred
to Toth Information Systems, Inc. Since that time, the database
has been transferred from the archival ¯at text ®le to a rela-
tional database, which can run on a PC. A Windows-based
search program has been developed, which permits a user to
access the database in an intuitive manner and provides a
number of data analysis routines. Internally, a suite of
programs has been developed to assist editors in the task of
inputing and checking the data being added to the database.
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2. The database
CRYSTMET is a database of metals, alloys and intermetallic
compounds. As of the fall 2001 release, it contained 69054
entries, of which almost half contain atomic coordinates (Table
1). The earliest entry dates from 1922 and the latest 2001. Each
of the crystallographic databases addresses different types of
structures that are best described and accessed in different
ways. For proteins, the sequence of amino acids is important;
in the organic and organometallic database, molecules are
important and structures are best classi®ed by connectivity.
The inorganic and metals databases both contain non-mole-
cular structures that are better classi®ed by atomic composi-
tion. There is also a far higher incidence of isostructural
compounds in these databases. In CRYSTMET, the entries can
all be assigned to one of about 4000 unique `structural types',
and these can be used for classi®cation and searching.
For inclusion in the database, a compound must be broadly
de®ned as metallic. This is taken to include metallic elements,
alloys, intermetallics or minerals composed of elements to the
left of the Zintl line in the Periodic Table. Compounds formed
with elements to the immediate right of the Zintl line are
included. Also included are compounds that de®ne structure
types that occur in intermetallics. In addition, a compound
must have a clearly de®ned composition and the space group
and unit cell must have been published. It is not required that
atomic coordinates be available as there are a large number of
compounds in this area where unit-cell dimensions are
measured from powder diffraction patterns and a structure
type has, or can be, assigned by inspection of the data and
comparison with similar compounds. The atomic coordinates
are not determined but the probable Wyckoff positions are
known.
Where available, the following data are included in an entry.
(i) ID ± a unique identi®er for the entry.
(ii) The empirical formula.
(iii) A formula quali®er, e.g.  or low-temperature etc.
(iv) Structure type, named for the ®rst compound of a type.
(v) Pearson symbol.
(vi) A quali®er for the structure type, e.g. anti.
(vii) Mineral name.
(viii) Re®nement quali®er, e.g. Rietveld, multipole, least-
squares is assumed.
(ix) Literature reference, including authors, journal
(CODEN), volume, pages, part and year.
(x) Remarks indicating the minimum information required
to use the atomic parameters correctly.
(xi) Unit cell.
(xii) Space group symbol, number and crystal system.
(xiii) Z.
(xiv) Density, calculated and measured (including
temperature).
(xv) Atomic coordinates, including atom type, Wyckoff
symbol, site symmetry, fractional coordinates and occupancy.
(xvi) Atomic displacement parameters.
(xvii) Error record to describe any potential errors in the
original publication.
(xviii) Disorder record to indicate any disorder present; this
record also describes any twinning problems if present.
(xix) For powder diffraction studies, radiation (and wave-
length in the case of synchrotron and neutron studies),
apparatus, method of intensity measurement, type of standard
used, if pattern is just recorded, indexed or calculated, quoted
R factor, R factor for intensities, pro®le R factor, number of
observed lines, temperature, pressure.
(xx) Remarks relating to powder work.
(xxi) Elemental analysis.
(xxii) An indication that a solid solution range was studied
(xxiii) For single-crystal studies, re®ned or qualitative,
number of re¯ections, counter or photographic data, radiation
(and wavelength if synchrotron, neutron, gamma or electron),
R factor, intensity R factor, temperature, pressure.
(xxiv) Remarks relating to single-crystal work.
In the original database, the information for each entry was
kept in a ¯at text ®le format. The on-line version of the
database used an indexed sequential ®le and included a series
of indices designed to speed up the searching process. When
the decision was made to move the database to the desktop
environment and write customized search/analysis software
with a graphical user interface (GUI), it was also decided to
move the data to a relational database.
In order to accomplish this, the data were divided into
several tables, related by the entry ID. The main table (tData)
contains the information that exists for the majority of entries
and has a single value per entry. This includes formula,
structure type, cell dimensions, space group, bibliographic
information and a ¯ag indicating if coordinates are part of the
entry. In addition, there are two more tables containing atomic
coordinates (tAtoms) and atomic displacement (thermal)
parameters (tThermal) as well as a table of text ®elds
(tRemarks) that contains all the records that contain free text.
These three tables have been separated from the main table
for two reasons: ®rst they all have the possibility of several
records per database entry, and second they contain data that
is not present for each entry, so we do not have to store a large
number of blank ®elds. This set of tables contains all the
original information input by the abstractors and in most cases
this is stored in character format so that the original data can
be reproduced exactly.
The relational database contains two other types of tables.
The ®rst contains information that aids the search program in
interpreting the original entries; for example, there is a table
of the journal CODENs and associated journal titles. Other
tables contain atomic properties, such as radii etc. A major
advantage of putting this information into the database rather
than hard coding it into the software is that it can easily be
Table 1
Some statistics for the fall 2001 release of CRYSTMET.
Number of entries 69 054
Number of entries with coordinates 24 321
Number of distinct journal CODENs 579
Number of distinct structure types 4030
Number of single-crystal studies 26 010
Number of powder studies 42 781
updated without having to redistribute executables. The
second additional type of table contains derived data from the
entries that enable more sophisticated searches of the data-
base. These tables often contain the data in numeric format,
permitting searches on ranges of values. Examples of these
tables are: (a) reduced cell dimensions for searching using
measured unit cells that may not be in the same setting, (b)
tables of element types, so one can easily search for
compounds containing particular elements or groups of
elements, and (c) lists of author names and initials with all
letters lower case for easy bibliographic searches. In addition,
during database generation, powder patterns are computed
for every entry and the most intense lines are stored in a table
for use with a pattern-matching query.
3. Software
With the move of the database to the desktop/relational
database platform, a completely new set of software has been
developed. These programs fall into three categories: data
abstraction and checking, database building and maintenance,
and search and analysis. All of these programs rely heavily on
a central library of subroutines that perform most of the major
crystallographic calculations.
One of the major problems with crystallographic databases
is the need to handle space groups in all the settings and origin
choices that have been used over the years. This crystal-
lographic library is centred on space-group handling routines
that accomplish this task and are capable of computing
derived information, such as site symmetries and Wyckoff
symbols, which is consistent with the International Tables of
Crystallography, Vol. A (1983).
3.1. Data abstraction and checking
The process of abstracting data and checking that it is
correct is very time consuming and at times tedious. Most of
the data in CRYSTMET are abstracted from the original
journal articles by editors and transcribed into text ®les using
the original CRYSTMET ¯at format. The preliminary
checking routines ensure that these ®les are in a valid format
and all the required ®elds are present. The entries are then
subject to rigorous checking by a second editor. There is quite
a large redundancy of information in a published crystal
structure and use is made of this fact in data checking, using a
procedure that is similar to that performed by journals such as
Acta Crystallographica. Examples of a few of these checks are
are as follows:
(i) The space group symbol, space group number and crystal
system must be consistent.
(ii) The unit-cell parameters must be consistent with the
space group (e.g. angles for orthorhombic groups must be 90)
and the computed volume should equal the reported volume.
(iii) The formula and Z can be used to compute the density
and compare it with published values, as well as making sure
that it is a reasonable value. If atomic coordinates are
published, then these can also be used to con®rm the formula
and density.
(iv) If the author gives site symmetries and/or Wyckoff
symbols in the table of coordinates, then these are compared
with computed values.
(v) A list of bond distances and angles is generated and
compared with expected as well as published values.
(vi) If a structure type is given, then the atoms should be in
the same Wyckoff positions as the de®nitive structure for that
type.
(vii) If a powder diffraction pattern is published, a simu-
lated pattern can be generated from the data and compared
with the original.
Any abnormalities in these check results cause the original
source to be re-examined and if necessary the author is
contacted. If no structure type had been assigned earlier, then
a search is made for possible types. If no match can be made
then this structure is ¯agged as a new structure type. Much of
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Figure 1
A view of the main search screen in Materials Toolkit showing the main
search page. Additional searches can be speci®ed using the tabs across the
top.
Figure 2
A view of the `Results' page. The top pane shows summaries of all the
searches that have been performed and the bottom one shows the current
set of results in more detail.
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this checking has been automated, using software based on the
crystallographic library as well as a number of routines from
the NRCVAX suite of programs (Gabe et al., 1989).
3.2. Building the database
New entries are collected into batches for insertion into the
database. The program for inserting new data reads the entries
one at a time and performs a number of consistency checks on
the data. As part of this process, it adds computable infor-
mation, which may be missing from the entry, such as calcu-
lated density, Pearson symbol, site symmetries and Wyckoff
symbols. It then computes a number of quantities for the
derived tables, such as the reduced cell, a list of elements with
the number present in the formula as well as their row and
column in the Periodic Table, and a list of individual authors
split into family name and initials. It ®nally computes a
simulated powder diffraction pattern and generates a table of
the strongest peaks. In the case of entries with no atomic
coordinate information, a list of all possible peak positions is
computed. When an entry is ready, a check is made that the ID
code for this entry does not already exist, and it is inserted into
the database, modifying all the tables necessary.
Once the new database has been built, it is possible to
perform a number of checks for potential problems that may
have escaped the checking routines. These problems tend to
be associated with the consistency of the database as a whole,
for example, minor variations in an author's name, for which
attempts are made to ensure that only one spelling is used
across the database.
3.3. Search and analysis
Of most interest to the end users of the database is the
software environment for searching the database and
displaying the results. For CRYSTMET this is accomplished
via a program called Materials Toolkit. The philosophy is that
we have a single extendable framework that provides
capabilities for searching one or more databases and analysing
the results of these searches. The data has to be in the correct
format; currently CRYSTMET and the ICSD inorganic
structures database are available. The Materials Toolkit
consists of a user interface, which presents the user with a
series of tabbed pages. Each page can provide some function,
e.g. input a bibliographic search or display the details of an
entry. In the background are several general libraries of
functions that are available to all pages. Along with the library
of crystallographic functions mentioned, the general libraries
provide a connection to the database, which will perform a
query and return a list of `hits' along with some of the basic
information about them (formula, authors, R factor, coordi-
nate availability etc), and a routine that will return all the
details about a single entry. The framework maintains a list of
the queries that the user has performed, and employs the
concept of a `current query' and `current entry' available to all
the analysis pages. This architecture makes it relatively easy to
add functionality to the program, as if one simply adds a tab
page and appropriate code, the framework will then pass it
pointers to the current query and entry.
The current version of Materials Toolkit supports two sets
of tabbed pages, selected by the buttons on the left (Fig. 1):
one for formulating searches and the other for viewing their
results.
4. Materials Toolkit
The databases of inorganic and metal structures, unlike the
protein, organic and organometallic databases, contain struc-
tures composed of a wide variety of elements. Therefore, one
of the easiest methods of performing an initial search is simply
to select the elements one wants to be present. Consequently,
the ®rst search page that the user is presented with is a Peri-
odic Table and most queries can be input by clicking on the
required elements. It is also possible to select rows or columns
of the table to search for groups of atoms.
The user can choose other searches as necessary: `Biblio-
graphic', searches by author, journal, year etc.; `Unit Cell',
permitting input of a unit cell, which is then reduced and
compared to the table of reduced cells for all entries; `Powder
Patterns', for which the user inputs the most intense lines from
a powder pattern, and optionally any known elements in the
sample; `Formula', permitting searches based on formula,
structure type, Pearson symbol, space group, crystal system or
on a combination of these ®elds; `ID Codes', allowing the
rapid retrieval of known entries.
Once the search has been speci®ed, the user is presented
with the opportunity of restricting the results based on the
presence of coordinates, the R factor, the crystal system and
the number of distinct elements present.
Several queries may be performed and the results viewed by
selecting the `Results' pages. The ®rst page (Fig. 2) lists the
results of all the queries with details of the selected (`Current')
query shown in the lower panel. The user can create new
Figure 3
A view of Materials Toolkit showing the structure of RuSe2, in inorganic
mode.
queries by performing logical operations on existing queries,
so that complex searches can be constructed.
Subsequent pages in the `Results' section allow the user to
examine the current entry in more detail. A `Details' page
presents the bibliographic and unit-cell information along with
any comments or remarks contained in the database. `Coor-
dinates' is simply a list of atomic coordinates including
Wyckoff symbols, site symmetries and occupancies.
The `Geometry' page lists interatomic distances and
(optionally) angles about each atom. Equivalent distances and
angles are grouped together and the correct multiplicity factor
is listed. The user can set the minimum and maximum
distances to be tabulated. There is also a graphical display
showing the environment of each atom out to a distance of
10 AÊ .
The `View Structure' page (Fig. 3) allows the user to
visualize the structure of an entry. This page, by default,
attempts to generate a chemically meaningful plot of an entry.
For intermetallics this is generally a ball and stick plot of the
unit cell. If the program decides that the structure is better
described by a mixture of spheres and polyhedra, then this
representation is used. The user is then free to modify the
diagram extensively. The orientation of the plot can be
changed using the mouse as a virtual trackball, and the plot
can be resized and moved around the display. The user can
also spin the plot about either or both of the vertical and
horizontal axes. There are also a number of options available
that can change the appearance of the plot. `Atom Details'
changes the colour and diameter of an atom as well as its
bonding radius, representation (polyhedron, bonds, isolated or
omitted), and type (cation, anion, metal, non-bonding). `Bond
Details' changes the colour and radius of bonds. `Packing
Range' enables the user to select the volume of the plot. This
may be de®ned: (a) using the unit cell and specifying ranges
along each of the three axes, (b) as a slab or rod, with a
cylinder axis either along a reciprocal axis or perpendicular to
a plane, at a speci®ed centre position and with a speci®ed
length and diameter, or (c) as a sphere with a given position
and radius. `Cell and Axis Details' governs how the cell edges
and Cartesian axes are represented. `Set Viewpoint' rotates
the plot so one is viewing either down an axis or perpendicular
to a plane. `Background' sets the background colour. `Print
Background' determines if the background should be included
when a plot is sent to the printer. By default, this is set to off to
conserve ink.
Once the plot has been modi®ed, the user has a number of
choices. The standard Windows print functions are available,
so the plot can be sent to a printer at whatever quality level the
printer will support. It is also possible to generate a JPEG ®le
at the screen resolution.
As many intermetallic structures are examined using
powder techniques, the `Powder Pattern' page displays a
simulated diffraction pattern if adequate information is
available in the entry. The user can change the radiation, the
maximum 2 and the overall Biso used to compute the pattern
(an overall parameter is used because a large number of
entries do not include atomic displacement parameters).
Finally, there is a page which runs MISSYM (Le Page, 1988)
on the entry. This has a number of uses, including checking the
descriptions of structures for missed or non-crystallographic
symmetry.
5. Applications
The availability of a comprehensive compilation of metals
structural data is proving useful in a number of ®elds.
5.1. Identification of unknown materials from diffraction
measurements
If a unit cell can be determined, as is often the case when a
single crystal is available, then the database can be searched
for compounds with similar cell dimensions. If for some
reason, e.g. the sample is a mineral with a varying composition
or the cell was measured at a different temperature than the
database entry, then the tolerance of the match can be
adjusted to widen the search. In such cases, if some informa-
tion about chemical composition is available, this can be used
to restrict the results.
When the unit-cell dimensions are not known but a powder
diffraction pattern is available, a search can be made for the
strongest diffraction peaks. Again, the availability of some
chemical information is extremely useful in narrowing the
search. For example, searching for an intense peak with a d
spacing of 1 AÊ resulted in 1761 hits; adding the information
that the sample contained Fe reduced this to 83 possibilities;
and if the sample contained S the number of matches dropped
to two. The database not only contains the strongest peaks for
entries with coordinates, it also contains peak positions for
those entries with only symmetry and cell dimensions. Using
this expanded data with some chemical information increases
the number of entries that can be searched.
5.2. Structure analysis
The assignment of structure types to the entries in
CRYSTMET can be a very powerful approach to structure
analysis. If it is possible to ®nd an entry in the database that
has the same structure type as the compound under investi-
gation, then it is possible to use that entry as a starting point
for assigning atomic coordinates. Even if the choice can be
limited to one of a small number of structure types, computing
simulated diffraction patterns and comparing them with
observed patterns can limit the number of choices.
A similar approach has been used in interpreting extended
X-ray absorption ®ne structure (EXAFS) results, and a
custom version of the Materials Toolkit that creates ®les for
input to an EXAFS simulation program is available from
Rigaku Corp. (Taguchi & White, 2002).
5.3. Property prediction
One of the major challenges in materials science is the
design of materials with a desired set of properties. One way to
achieve this goal is by exploitation of the information for the
wide ranges of compounds that are contained in CRYSTMET.
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One approach to utilizing this information is to use structure/
property maps in which a variety of coordinate systems are
used to arrange the data. Some possible indices are atomic
radii, electronegativity, atomic number, heats of reaction,
transition temperature or any property of interest. For
example, in structure analysis, as described above (x5.2), it
often proves useful to plot atomic number on one axis for each
atom (i.e. two axes for binary compounds or three for tern-
aries) against structure type. Structures of the same type are
observed to form clusters and it is reasonable to predict that
undetermined compounds inside a cluster will be of the same
type. A full survey of this approach is given by Burdett &
Rodgers (1994).
5.4. Structure and property calculation
Once a structure type is known it is now possible, even on a
desktop PC, to perform ab initio computations on solid-state
intermetallic compounds. These computations run in hours,
rather than days or months, on such a computer and the results
have been found to be consistent with experiment. There are
several uses for such computations.
Where a user can identify a range of compounds with a
consistent structure type, such a computation can be
performed on formulations for which there is no information,
or where only cell dimensions, space group and structure type
are reported. The result will be a set of atomic coordinates,
which can be used in lieu of experimentally determining the
structure. Such coordinates have recently been computed for a
number of compounds with entries that contained only space
group and unit-cell information, and have been added to
CRYSTMET (with appropriate comments that this is calcu-
lated data). The addition of these coordinates means that
powder pattern simulations are now possible and this infor-
mation can be used to help identify these compounds.
A bene®t of these computations is that once complete, it is
possible to derive a large number of physical properties from
the results. These computed properties can be used in
conjunction with structure/property maps to ®ll in the gaps, or
structure/property maps can be used to predict interesting
formulations, which can then be investigated computationally.
The result is a method of investigating the structure and
properties of a wide range of materials that can then be used
to guide experimental investigations (Le Page et al., 2002).
6. Availability
The Materials Toolkit is available with the CRYSTMET and/or
the ICSD databases from Toth Information Systems, Inc. A
demonstration version of the software with a limited database
can be found at http://www.TothCanada.com. Custom versions
of the software and the CRYSTMET database are also
available from the Rigaku Corp. (2002) for use with their
EXAFS simulation software and Rietveld re®nement
package.
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